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“Dundaga 3 edge” 
scarf 
❖ Circular needle Nr.4 (60 or 80 cm) 
❖ DUNDAGA 6/1(virgin Wool ca. 450m per 

100gr) : 1 knot multicolored, 1 knot 
monochrom 
 
 

Part "A" 

Cast 3 stitches on circular needle Nr. 4.  
1. ROW (= outward row): 1 M on the right, envelope, mark middle mesh and knit on the right, 
envelope, the last M knit on the right 

 
2. ROW (= back row): All meshes knit on the right,  
knit envelopes twisted on the right, so no holes arise. 
1 M on the right, envelope, knit 3 together, envelope, knit the last M on the right. 

 
3 ROW (= outward row): All meshes knit on the right, knit envelopes twisted on the right, so 
no holes arise. 
1 M on the right, envelope, knit 1 M twisted on the right, knit middle mesh (marked) on the 
right, knit 1 M twisted on the right, envelope, knit the last M on the right. 
4 ROW (= back row): All meshes knit on the right, knit envelopes twisted on the right, so no 
holes arise. 
 
1 M on the right, envelope, knit 1 M twisted on the right, knit 3 together on the right, knit 1 M 
twisted on the right, envelope, knit the last M on the right. 

 
Repeat the  3. and the 4. row continuously, until the required length of the part “A” (please 
refer image) is reached and continue with part “B”.  
outward row= 1 M on the right, envelope, knit 1 M twisted on the right, N meshes on the 
right, knit middle mesh (marked) twisted on the right, N meshes on the right, knit 1 M twisted 
on the right, envelope, knit the last M on the right. 
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back row = M on the right, envelope, knit 1 M twisted on the right, N meshes on the right, knit 
3 together on the right, N meshes on the right, knit 1 M twisted on the right, envelope, knit 
the last M on the right. 
 

Part "B”  

1. ROW (= outward row):1 M on the right, envelope, knit 1 M twisted on the right, N meshes 
on the right, knit middle mesh (marked) twisted on the right, N meshes on the right, knit 1 M 
twisted on the right, knit the last M on the right. 

 
2. ROW (= back row): M on the right, knit 1 M twisted on the right, N meshes on the right, 
knit 3 together on the right, N meshes on the right, 1 M twisted on the right, envelope, knit 
the last M on the right. 

 
Repeat the 1. and the 2. row from “Part B” continuously until you end up, before the marked 
mesh, have no more meshes (please refer image - part B1 -marked pink). Bind off the 
remaining meshes on the needle, then cut and sew up the thread and. 
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Colour combination (monochrome and multicolor wool rows) can be different. It only 
depends on your imagination. This color combination is just one of several options. 
 
 

60 Row multicolor  Teil A 

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

10 Row multicolor   

10 Row monochrome  

30 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

10 Row multicolor   

10 Row monochrome  

40 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  
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2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

2 Row multicolor   

2 Row monochrome  

10 Row multicolor  Teil B 

10 Row monochrome  

40 Row multicolor   

40 Row monochrome  

56 Row multicolor   

60 Row monochrome  
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